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The Alamo (1960)

film freedonia / ferdy on films, 5 january



Director/Actor: John Wayne

By Roderick Heath

For fifty years, the standing set erected for John Wayne‘s debut film as director, The Alamo, was a tourist

draw outside San Antonio until decay, changing owners and times closed it. Wayne‘s paean to patriotic

example had a longer life for many as a literal monument than as a movie, which long ago faded into

cinematic background radiation, the sort of movie that makes for a Saturday afternoon perennial on

television without garnering much interest or respect, to the extent where the original negative is in dire

need of restoration. For Wayne, The Alamo had been a labour of love and great expense, one he went into

deep personal debt to realise on the scale he desired, and which would, in spite of initial box office success

and Oscar nominations, take over a decade to finally recoup costs, and he was consistently irked for the

rest of his life when anyone spoke of it as a flop. Wayne‘s hopes for the film were both artistically

ambitious and bound up deeply with his image of the stalwart all-American hero, both in the public eye

and in his own self-estimation, and his desire to try and translate that heft into something lasting, to have

an impact as a star on life beyond the movie theatre.



By the time Wayne got his own production off the ground, a craze for all things related to the Alamo and

Davy Crockett had swelled and waned in the previous few years thanks to the popularity of the Disney TV

series starring Fess Parker, later edited into a movie, with its naggingly catchy theme song. Wayne

however had been hoping to make a film about the event since the mid-1940s. He first tried to make such a

film at Republic Pictures, the studio well-known for its cheap horse operas and serials for kids. Wayne had

been Republic‘s biggest asset for many years, but he cut ties with the studio after executives flinched at the

proposed cost for his pet project. The script written for it was eventually produced as The Last Command

(1955) with Sterling Hayden to capitalise on the Crockett craze, and Wayne retained several aspects of that

version for his own, to be reiterated on a much grander scale. Much more recently John Lee Hancock‘s

more historically exacting and dramatically shaded take from 2004 was a calamitous box office failure. If

Wayne was a little late to the Americana party by 1960, epic movies were all the rage at least, as studios

were competing with big-scale productions to maintain their edge over television, and The Alamo was at

least well-timed to join those ranks. Wayne wanted to avoid starring in his own project, hoping initially to

play Sam Houston, but supposedly found himself obliged to play Crockett to leverage financing.

Nonetheless, it‘s hard to ignore just how well the part as written was moulded to fit its star and provide a

vehicle of self-revelation as well as personal statement.



Directors like John Ford, Howard Hawks, Allan Dwan, Raoul Walsh, and Cecil B. DeMille had all helped

to forge Wayne‘s screen persona and then mine it for dramatic riches, but Wayne‘s stature had developed

over three decades in all sorts of movies. Discovered for Walsh‘s The Big Trail (1930) as a lanky ingénue

and seemingly set for the big time, Wayne had been forced after that film‘s failure to slog his way up a

harder route to stardom through dozens of low-budget westerns and war films in the 1930s and ‗40s. Some

of his on-screen appeal seemed sourced in that apprenticeship, arriving as the biggest star of the age not

through mercurial success but through dogged application and hard-won gravitas. Wayne long styled

himself as a leading proponent of conservative, pro-Cold War politics and voice of fierce anti-Communism

in Hollywood, a topic he had tackled in self-produced starring vehicles like Big Jim McLain (1952)

and Blood Alley (1955). Wayne had made his first directing foray filling in for William Wellman on the

latter film. Everything about his screen persona suited this self-appointed role, his great frame and aura of

indulgent but unswerving authority that could seem alternately reassuring and incredibly pompous. JeanLuc Godard famously commented on the jarring dichotomy of reactions Wayne could stir in him, forced to

cry at the end of The Searchers (1956) for his capacity to portray the ferocity and emotional neediness of

igneous masculinity even whilst conscious of hating the man‘s politics. Eventually, Wayne‘s second effort

as director, The Green Berets (1968), a would-be epic depicting the Vietnam War, was all but laughed off

the screen for attempting to portray a pro-intervention argument in the guise of a painfully clichéd and

slipshod production.



When he eventually came to direct himself, Wayne remained deeply under the sway of the masters he had

worked with. Most inevitably Ford was the filmmaker he owed most to and remains linked inextricably

with, locked in a frieze in quarrelling productivity – high-strung Ford with his unstable blend of flinty

machismo and sensitivity, Wayne with his hearty but ponderous persona niggled at by personal anxieties

like his failure to fight in World War 2, a moment for which he might well have been overcompensating

for the rest of his days, a weak point for aggravated liberals to take aim at. By some accounts Ford did

actually turn up to the set and try to throw his weight around, shooting some second unit footage Wayne

quietly discarded. What an Oedipal moment it must have been. The Battle of the Alamo in Wayne‘s eyes

became not merely a colourful and dramatically representative vignette from American history, but a

paradigm for the entire national enterprise, particularly in the face of Cold War‘s tests of moral and

military muscle and the threatened change of zeitgeist looming in the 1960 Presidential election. Wayne

had been vocal during the campaign in his faith in Richard Nixon and contempt for John F. Kennedy,

whom he wrote off as a phony rich kid, and hoped the film might count in Nixon‘s favour. He inserted a

moment in the movie in which some characters regret not voting for Crockett‘s return to Congress because

the ―other fellow gave him four bits.‖



Wayne‘s version of history commences well after the start of the Texian revolt against Mexico and the

dictatorship of Generalissimo Antonio de Santa Anna (Ruben Padilla). Houston (Richard Boone), the

appointed commander of the fledgling Texan army still being assembled and outfitted even as Santa Anna

leads a strong professional army north to stamp out rebellion, appoints prickly Southern gentleman and

exile Lt. Col. William B. Travis (Laurence Harvey) to take command of a ruined mission chapel turned

semi-fortified military post called the Alamo located just outside San Antonio, or Béxar as it was more

usually called at the time, and work in partnership with Jim Bowie (Richard Widmark), a former

adventurer turned would-be landowning gentleman. Travis and Bowie clash constantly as completely



diverse temperaments with radically different notions of war. Bowie favours a frontier guerilla approach.

Travis insists on traditional military disciplines in his hopes of holding out against potential siege long

enough to let Houston complete assembling his army and to gain relief from a nearby force at Goliad.

Their fractious joint command is soon enlarged by a new force of volunteers under former Congressman

and frontier war hero Crockett. Crockett, having lured his friends and followers from the Tennessee

backwoods to come to Texas nominally for the cause of hunting and partying, convinces them to lend their

muscle to the coming fight with Santa Anna‘s army.



The Alamo‘s failings as history are both readily catalogued and sometimes knotty. Some commentators

have noted that scarcely any scene in it can be called verifiable. Some distortions are relatively minor, like

the portrayal of the climactic battle as taking place in solid daylight rather than in very early dawn for the

sake of visual clarity. Others are crammed into that very thin nook between documented fact and heroic

fantasy, like portraying Bowie as going down fighting and bedridden from battle wounds rather than

disease at the battle‘s climax. Other aspects Wayne chose to emphasise or excise or whitewash were both

fairly typical still at the time but also go some way to explaining why it‘s still rather hard to talk about

aspects of American history honestly today. Wayne never goes into the causes behind the Texian revolt or

the Mexican reaction, preferring instead to offer it simply as a grand clash between free living and

authoritarianism, an idea he constantly, and effectively, reiterates on an essential visual level in the

contrast between his wildly attired, rowdily communal yet defiantly individual rebels, and the perfectly

drilled and depersonalised Mexican army. Of course, history is never that simple. The Texian revolt was

undoubtedly sparked by unfair and repressive moves made by Santa Anna as the head of a newly

authoritarian government, but one irritant that helped bring down tough measures on the American

population in Texas had been the refusal by many to abide Mexico‘s antislavery laws.



One telling aspect of The Alamo lies in Wayne‘s affection and admiration for Mexico, perhaps even his

tendency to idealise the resilient pith and courtly values of the national character he saw subsisting there,

retaining the lustre of certain classical, old-world tenets somewhat lost to the America Wayne otherwise

celebrated so enthusiastically. Ford and Hawks were rarely above tossing in a little hackneyed stereotyping

with comic relief Mexican characters, but Wayne avoids them completely, even refusing to portray Santa

Anna as any kind of creep or fiend (something Hancock‘s version, for all its greater adherence to the

historical record, felt the need to indulge). Two of Wayne‘s three wives were Mexican, and The

Alamo noticeably treads close to portraying this aspect of himself as Crockett engages in chivalrous

attentions towards a local lady, Graciela ‗Flaca‘ de Lopez y Vejar (Linda Cristal). Crockett follows Bowie

as gringo interloper who finds himself seduced by the local climes and senoritas: one scene depicts the two

men reclining in the evening, Crockett listening as Bowie tries to grasp the essence of the Latino way of

life and its appeal to him.



Shortly after his arrival in Béxar, Crockett encounters an American businessman, Emil Sande (Wesley

Lau), who is trying to leverage a forced marriage to a local propertied lady amidst the lawless chaos of the

revolt, and is also hoarding ammunition from the rebels. Crockett appoints himself watchdog to Flaca‘s

interests, fending off Sande not through aggressive display but comic irritation. Sande still sends out a

gang of thugs to pound him the street, bringing Bowie and others to the rescue in a street brawl. Soon after,

Flaca alerts them to Sande‘s stockpiles, and they set out to steal it. Sande stands in for a less reputable side

of the interloping American influence, crass, exploitative, and relentlessly patronising to the local mores

and people. Obliged to depict a drama that involves throwing off the yoke of Mexican rule, Wayne

mediated the tension by bending over backwards not only to avoid any old partisan quarrels, but to offer up

unbridled praise for the gutsiness of the Mexican soldiers and the Tejano members of the revolt, like Juan

Seguin (Joseph Calleia), whom Travis is ashamed to treat brusquely in the name of maintaining calm

amongst his soldiers after Seguin brings bad news. ―‗S‘funny, I was proud of ‗em,‖ one of Crockett‘s

backwoodsmen comments after one ill-fated attack by the Mexican soldiers. Wayne gives the

Generalissimo the last, memorable gesture of the film to him as he doffs his hat in salute to the ragged, tiny

band of survivors leaving the captured fort.



Wayne initially portrays Crockett as a kind of feudal lord riding out of prairies at the head of his band of

merry men. One vignette offered to illustrate Crockett‘s unflinching potency as such reproduces a scene

out of DeMille‘s The Crusades (1936) in which the hero-king and an uppity subject slug each-other in a

test of manhood, one the leader must and does triumph in to retain status as top dog. Early scenes depicting

Crockett‘s Tennessean cohort emphasise their rowdy, hard-drinking, hard-living good ol‘ boys in a manner

reminiscent of Ford‘s love for similarly boisterous gangs. Wayne indulges a broad and corny brand of

Americana, perhaps best inhabited by Chill Wills as Crockett‘s pal Beekeeper, who performs a musical

number and seems as much like an emcee at a hootenanny as an actor in the film. The Alamo‘s

screenwriter, James Edward Grant, had been writing Wayne vehicles since the early 1940s, including The

Sands of Iwo Jima (1949), which had gained him his first Oscar nomination. Grant‘s ready mastery of the

familiar dialogue and plot patterns of the star‘s vehicles undoubtedly felt reassuring to Wayne. But it also

explains why a little too much of the film is given over to familiar horse opera motifs – fisticuffs and a

cattle stampede and displays of unruly masculine energy – and not enough into meaningful portrayals of

some of the authentic players in the actual historical drama at hand. Like Sue Dickinson (Joan O‘Brien),

Travis‘ cousin and wife to his second-in-command Almeron (Ken Curtis), who was one of the few

survivors of the siege: although vital to the final images, she‘s scarcely glimpsed until half-way through

the film.



With Wayne‘s Crockett serving as heavy centre of moral gravitas and the chances for thematic conflict and

ambivalence stymied by his determined messaging, the drama has to be chiefly driven by character

tension. That comes in the schism between Harvey‘s snooty, determined, astringent Travis and Widmark‘s

truculent, defiant, anti-authoritarian Bowie. The conflict between the pair becomes so heated at one point

the two men arrange to fight a duel once their duty to the revolt is dispensed with. Crockett plays mediator,

getting Bowie too drunk at one point to act on a threat to withdraw his men, and Bowie and Travis reach a



tentative peace when Travis apologises to Bowie after grilling him about receiving a message from outside

that proves to have been news reporting the death of Bowie‘s wife. The Alamo posits the three men as a

troika of American types, Travis the old-world inheritance, Bowie the free but ornery man of the frontier,

and Crockett as an ironic union of the two, the more complete version. The totally different acting

traditions the three men belong to informs their clashes. Widmark‘s trademark edge of rasp-tongued, urban

cynicism, which he sustained even as he made a leap from playing villains to heroes, makes Bowie a

galvanising presence, particularly when his hard crust shatters when he loses his wife, segueing from

quivering rage (―Travis, you might die tonight.‖) to desperate exposure before Crockett. This scene is

carefully mindful of the fear of machismo in being found wanting and friendship being defined in such

circumstances by who you can trust to be around at such a moment. It‘s an aspect to the film that feels true

to Wayne‘s sensibility, as it‘s the sort of moment he was a past-master at capturing in his performances.



Most actors who become directors usually prioritise performance in all its nuances, but The

Alamo contradicts this tendency to a certain extent. The dramatic tone is generally that bright, declarative

style common in Hollywood filmmaking then rapidly giving way to a new Method acting-influenced

realism. Although superficially resembling Ford‘s gift for depicting humans in bristling, Hogarthian

masses as well as isolated and monumental in the landscape, Wayne doesn‘t have his touch for staging

comedy or finding truth in that old-fashioned acting style. That‘s not to say the film‘s empty on that level.

Harvey, who had just gained significant attention thanks to Room at the Top (1959), seems awkward at

first as he puts on a notably bad Southern accent in his early scenes. Once he wisely softens the accent, he

emerges as one of the film‘s strongest aspects, anticipating his characterisation of Raymond Shaw in The

Manchurian Candidate (1962) in playing an unpleasant yet upright American blue-blood, admirable in his

willingness to play total insufferableness and eventually unearth curious decency in such a phlegmatic

character. Harvey‘s gift for treading such a line helps earn real impact for a couple of the film‘s best

vignettes. The first comes when Travis unflinchingly directs infantry volleys on charging enemy soldiers to

protect returning raiders, gaining Crockett and Bowie‘s grudging admiration. The second comes in the

finale, when he gets a suitably iconic death scene, battling Mexican soldiers spilling over his defences with

drawn sabre, providing an unexpected jolt of swashbuckling action until he‘s shot in the gut: Travis,

grinning with a rueful look of perverse victory, breaks his sword over his knee before collapsing dead, the

embodiment of the cavalier ideal falling before the age of regimentation and firepower.



The laborious aspect of The Alamo lies is a penchant for declarative speechifying in highlighting Wayne‘s

desired messages. Early in the film, as Travis comes to see him and appeal to him to lend his support to the

rebellion, Wayne-as-Crockett readily offers up his personal credos: ―Republic – I like the sound of the

word.‖ More often, he drafts lantern-jawed character actor John Dierkes, playing everyman warrior Jocko

Robertson, into delivering several significant soliloquies whilst staring into the middle-distance in a

vaguely prophetic manner, including a paean to duty as a man of common responsibility to his blind wife

Nell (Veda Ann Borg), and later a statement of religious belief (―I can never find a way to argue down you

that don‘t believe…but I believe in the lord God Almighty‖). Nell unleashes a tirade on Travis in insisting

her husband has to stand with the defenders in spite of his obligations precisely because he seems so

beaten down. Some of this stuff does get wearisome. To be fair, Wayne and Grant go to reasonable lengths

to make a film about political insurrection and communal action that tries to portray individuals thinking

through and responding to such circumstances. Characters communicating, attempting to summarise

complex and ethereal sensations and ideas, is a constant motif throughout.



Wayne tries as a result to imbue the Alamo defenders with a chorus-like quality as they fumble their way

through such reactions, as in the scene in which they meditate on the bravery of their foes, and in the

contemplation of what death entails that provokes Jocko‘s statement of faith. Wayne wants to portray

democratic thought and action taking root like the great green tree he has Crockett and Flaca admire during

a sojourn together. Such a symbol recalls the great oak in Tolstoy‘s War and Peace that invites the

meditative eye and heart of its protagonists. Trouble with this aspect of the film is, what we get is less

Socratic dialogue than more speechifying that‘s spread across multiple characters. As is so often the case,

Wayne and Grant fare better when they try to dramatize certain social ideas through the actions of their

characters, like Sande and Flaca, who represent the ugly and refined sides of their respective societies. The

problem with Crockett‘s romancing with Flaca is that it‘s necessarily abortive: Wayne‘s square idealism



chokes off any possibility of transgressive passion between the two although Cristal looks extremely

inviting as she leans against a shady bower with bosom trembling in suppressed excitement, only to be

hurriedly and literally bundled out of Béxar and the film before the real business of manly men killing

each-other gets going.



The only slave portrayed in the film is aged Jethro (Jester Hairston), whom everybody treats deferentially

as common paterfamilias, and Wayne depicts him as the kind of man whose voice stirs respect from

everyone: his rebuke aimed at Travis (―Colonel sir — you‘re wrong.‖) is intended to carry all the more

moral weight because it‘s coming from a man usually obliged to keep quiet. Bowie frees him and Jethro

decides to stand manfully with the garrison, and dies hurling himself in front of bayonets aimed at Bowie.

Jethro, like Flaca, embodies Wayne‘s idealistic hope that individuals transcend the failings of their

societies. But Jethro‘s part in the tale draws out a problem with this approach. Wayne tries to validate

Jethro as a being who makes his own votes of loyalty and duty once free to, and thus in a way he, like

Jocko, represents the Alamo cause at its purest. Wayne seems to have been earnest in his insistence

expressed in Blood Alley and The Alamo that non-Caucasian populaces be taken seriously in their search

for dignity and liberty, but it was also complicated by his awkward framing of the issue, enshrining

paternalist clichés. He lets the slaver off the hook and sticks Jethro with an unswervingly loyal arc, as if

slavery was only a temporary misunderstanding between gentlemen.



In spite of its nominal political agitprop, The Alamo feels most urgent as an attempt by Wayne to describe

himself and his uneasy if purposeful relationship with his screen persona, and reconcile it with his private

imperatives. Travis notes after listening to Crockett‘s early speech to him that he‘s not exactly what he

appears. Wayne would tell Michael Caine a few years later that the secret to his acting success was talking

slowly and little, and it‘s hard not to read personal meaning into Wayne‘s portrayal of the frontier hero as a



covertly intelligent and articulate gentleman who can shift personas according to his company but finds

himself all too often caricatured as a hick with cracker-barrel ideas. Arthur Hunnicutt had played Crockett

as a canny rustic in The Last Command; to Wayne he‘s a man who inhabits a role to please less welleducated but worthy fellows, for the sake of influencing them. He doesn‘t don his coonskin cap until halfway through the film, assumed as a sort of costume, stepping into the role he was born and fated to play.

Crockett lures his men into joining the Rebellion by having Flaca write out a letter in Spanish which he

then has her read to them, a letter supposedly from Santa Anna warning them to clear out lest they be

violently chastised, a threat that sets his companions to foaming anger and eagerness to resist. Crockett

then warns them that the letter is a fake, designed to illustrate the nature of the enemy and essence of the

fight to his men, but he‘s already succeeded in rousing their blood to such a degree that they don‘t care: it‘s

enough that his representation of the matter depicted the essence in a way they could understand. Wayne

tries here to articulate a statement of faith in his own ability to persuade through art, drawing attention to

the very device he‘s trying to leverage in becoming a filmmaker.



Wayne shows a surprising confidence and muscular ability in the film‘s visuals, created in concert with DP

William H. Clothier. Ford‘s influence is clearest in the way Wayne arranges actors in vistas and frames

them in sweeping diagonals, spurning ostentatious viewpoints even when surveying the advancing

Mexican army. There‘s a lovely little visual etude early in the film when two of Crockett‘s followers,

young mascot Smitty (Frankie Avalon) and old Parson (Hank Worden), happen upon Béxar and signal for

the rest to come to them, and the Tennessean party advances into view like a tide, titans thrusting their way

out of the ground to enact a legend. He returns several times to a shot of the Alamo‘s battered old façade

framed and silhouetted against dawn skies with wisps of cloud lit like gold in river sand, a shot that sees

the Alamo enterprise as perched at the cusp of advent but also charged with the lamenting quality of a

dawn vigil for the fallen.



The way Wayne offers a constant flow of shots that look as precisely crafted in arrangement of actors and

set and colour elements as Victorian art is more individual, as he chases a certain adamantine grandeur

more reminiscent of DeMille than Ford. The tendency of widescreen movies of this ilk from the time to be

overlit and shot in flat, rectilinear perspectives works for Wayne in this regard, as it‘s precisely that friezelike quality he chases in his arrangements of actors and elements. At least one shot is directly modelled on

such a painting, as Wayne painstakingly recreates John Singer Sargent‘s ―El Jaleo‖ in the sight of a

flamenco dancer performing for Santa Anna‘s soldiers whilst the Alamo defenders make a night foray.

This shot summarises Wayne‘s oddly affecting blend of tony pretence and artistic yearning, evoking a

classic tradition of American art and Latin culture as viewed through that prism. The then-massive $12

million price tag attached to the film, which would take so long to recoup, at least seems to have all ended

up on screen: The Alamo is one of those grandiose pieces of epic filmmaking so common in the era that

compelled purely by dint of the enormous human labour placed before the camera, in the scale of the sets

and milling armies of extras.



The Alamo stands in the shadow of two superior epics depicting besiegement from the same period, Cy

Endfield‘s Zulu (1964) and Nicholas Ray‘s 55 Days at Peking (1963): Endfield‘s movie would prove an

equally grand yet more convincingly terse and stoic celebration of the warrior ethic, whilst Ray‘s was a

more fervent and fretful kiss goodbye to the age of cavaliers and uneasy hello to the modern world‘s

complexities. The 1950s had seen the advent of what was often called the ―adult western‖ filled with

mature themes in analysing frontier social values and individual characters. The Alamo both fulfils that

style as it delves into the violently contrasting heroes, but also feels in part like a repudiation of it – there‘s

none of the anxious probing of The Searchers or The Naked Spur (1953) or The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (1963) to it; indeed, the latter film could well have been Ford‘s commentary on his star‘s

mythmaking hyperbole. But The Alamo also feels like it might have influenced some films still to come on.

Where many ‗50s westerns looked rather clean-cut, Wayne‘s emphasis on his motley Tennesseans and

their attire and the protean cultural blending of the frontier suggests the harsher, woollier textures of ‗60s

and ‗70s genre movies. Touches like arming Bowie with a large multi-barrelled gun have a quality of

historical piquancy that anticipates Sergio Leone‘s fine feel for such ephemera. Sam Peckinpah would

mimic aspects of Wayne‘s film in offering up a crew of jostling grotesques who seem to have stepped out

of myth who venture into Mexican territory on a death trip, with Major Dundee (1965), if in serving a

radically different vision.



Certainly, for all the lumpiness of what leads up to it, Wayne‘s staging of the climactic battle is a brilliant

episode of cinema spectacle, as the Mexican army pours over the battlements and the defending heroes all

die in precisely illustrated vignettes. These culminate in Crockett‘s demise, where he manages to retain

sufficient strength after receiving a lance in the chest to hurl a torch into the magazine and detonate it,

literally going out with a bang. Wayne sees the patriotic gore suddenly stymied as the tide of Mexican

warriors discover Sue Dickinson and two children – one white, one black, an embryo for modern America

– cowering under a blanket, the whole enterprise of slaughter and ferocity of duty brought to a grim and

trembling pause by a lingering ghost of chivalry. Wayne offers the sight of them riding out of the captured

fort in silent dignity to Santa Anna‘s salute as a moment of understanding and apotheosis, point the way

forward to an amicable future. It‘s also, of course, worth mentioning Dimitri Tiomkin‘s great score,

particularly his composition ―The Green Leaves of Summer,‖ which pervades the film‘s official rectitude

with a counterpoint of wistful and transitory evocations. The Alamo certainly isn‘t the eclipsing

masterwork or powerful totem of republican (and Republican) faith Wayne might have hoped. It‘s too

patent, too broad and familiar in its specifics, too verbose and dubiously reassuring in its annexation of

history. And yet some of its flaws are also wound in with its pleasures, for it‘s also an entertaining,

outsized relic of a brand of moviemaking rendered in a style now seemingly long gone. The final

frustration of The Alamo is that it encompasses many moments where Wayne betrays the touch of an artist,

and not a frustrated politician.



Cat-Women of the Moon (1953)

this island rod, 2 january



One of the goofiest subgenres in the history of science fiction cinema is one that saw several entries in the

1950s: for convenience I'll call it the space girl movie. The essentials of this mode are straightforward.

Some intrepid, mostly male space explorers land on the Moon, Mars or another alien planet, and encounter

a civilisation populated largely by attractive women dressed in an enticing manner. Gendered conflicts and

dance sequences usually result. Some notable entries in this mode include Flight To Mars (1951), Cat

Women of the Moon, Fire Maidens from Outer Space (1956), and Queen of Outer Space (1958). For a

proto-Planet of the Apes time travel twist, there‘s World Without End (1956), whilst Devil Girl From Mars

(1954) inverted the situation. Even Forbidden Planet (1956), with its big budget and Shakespearean

gravitas, can be called an upmarket take. These movies have long been beloved on the midnight movie and

camp classic circuit. Joe Dante, in his great love for the era‘s sci-fi splendours, mashed several of them

together for the extended lampoon at the heart of Amazon Women of the Moon (1987). This style made an

explicit linkage between the fantasies of lonely sailors past, the kind that sported sylphs and mermaids and

lost continents where familiar mores could be cast aside, and the imagined imminent future of spacefaring

served up as mild sexploitation for audiences in the grip of early space-age fever.



The aura of sticky-fingered, boyish fetishism that still clings to sci-fi‘s reputation in some quarters might

well be said to date back to these, as they transferred the often highly sexualised images beloved of the

era‘s pulp genre mags onto the big screen. Running through these films, however, is another strand of

interest, one that reveals them as weird continuations of 1940s film noir‘s obsession with femme fatales

and new tides of social reorganisation. Here are uneasy metaphors for the first, delicate winds of change,

variably offering up these space girls as sexual fantasies, castrating domestic dictators, and noble, newly

empowered helpmates – and sometimes all of these at once. These films usually start off as would-be

realistic portraits of theoretical space flight, laden with stock characters from jut-jawed hero to comic relief

goof-offs and fast-working romancer subaltern. Queen of Outer Space, best known for sporting Zsa Zsa

Gabor, happily acknowledged itself as a bawdy gag whilst also meditating on the notion of revolt against

beauty standards, but some of the others, including the deliriously terrible Fire Maidens from Outer Space,

are awkwardly earnest.



As cheesy as many of these films are, there‘s something cheery about them, on top of their furtively naïve

concepts in sex appeal, in their desire to paint a human face on the cosmos, to find new frontiers that look a

lot like the old, to raise a missile for the stars and impregnate the beyond; they‘re direct about fantasies in a

way modern pseudo-realism can‘t handle. Cat-Women of the Moon is my favourite of this bunch, for

reasons almost beyond my own understanding. It‘s probably the cheapest of the lot, and yet there‘s a weird

aroma of cheap-jack poeticism to it, a touch of expressionist fervour from the most straitened fringes of

‗50s Hollywood. It‘s a truly odd film indeed that casts Sonny Tufts, Victor Jory, and Marie Windsor as a

love triangle, for starters. Producer and co-story writer Al Zimbalist had just come off another beloved

schlock classic Robot Monster, and brought along the young composer who had worked on that film,

Elmer Bernstein, for the bargain. The script (by Roy Hamilton), whilst nothing to write home about, could

with a few edits have passed muster as a lesser Star Trek episode. As it is, this concoction resembles a

talented but frantically horny schoolboy‘s idle afternoon composition, with its matte-painting moonscape

riddled with caves harbouring cloudy atmospheres, giant spiders, and slinking, tight-clothed psychic

witches haunting its bowels, glimpsed at first as looming, tantalising silhouettes.



The matter at hand is the first ever moon shot. The film bursts out of the blocks with titles flung at the

screen from a star field like some prototype for Star Wars (1977). Tufts, Jory, and Windsor play

spacepersons: Captain Laird Grainger, first mate Kip Reissner, and navigator Helen Salinger. Laird and

Helen are an item, whilst Kip gazes on in smouldering jealousy. Helen has landed her post because of her

apparent brilliance as a mathematical and navigational prodigy, but has mysterious phases where she

seems to blank out and converse with an unseen entity. After some regulation travails during the voyage,

during which Kip helps save the ship, they land in a crater Helen directs them to on the fringe of the

moon‘s dark side, and soon find their way into a cave that proves to be a natural air lock, gateway to a vast

underground cavern. Never before has the phallic look of the era‘s imagined spacecraft seemed more

pertinent for a tale of cosmic cock-blocking. The astronauts soon encounter an all-female society in the

moon‘s interior, the subsisting remnant of a once-mighty civilisation that practiced widespread selfgenocide in order to leave a small number able to sustain themselves and the essence of their race, but still

in urgent need of rescue from their ever-dwindling atmosphere.



The moon maids, led by Alpha (Carol Brewster), have advanced psychic gifts and the ability to teleport

short distance, and have been using the former skills to compel Helen into bringing the expedition into

their clutches. They hope to steal the spaceship, pilot it back to Earth, and take control. To further their

efforts, they place Helen more directly under their control by placing a device in her hand, and get cuddly

with the crew to get them to reveal the secrets of their interplanetary vehicle. On-the-make crewman Walt

(Douglas Fowley) is tempted by Beta (Suzanne Alexander) when she reveals gold is so common on the

moon her kind consider it worthless, and she gets him to show her the spaceship before stabbing him to

death. But her fellow Lambda (Susan Morrow) falls in love with fresh-faced communications officer Doug

Smith (William Phipps) and sets out to warn the Earthlings about their impending fate. Kip, who keeps a

wary eye on his hosts as they charm the rest of the crew and remains aloof from festivities, accidentally

and briefly disables Helen‘s control device when he grabs her hand, and extracts the truth from her.



Director Arthur Hilton was an experienced editor who had first dabbled in directing on television, and his

first credited feature was spliced together from episodes of a short-lived TV vehicle for Buster Keaton he

had helmed. Hilton doesn‘t so much directCat-Women of the Moon as point a camera at a series of scenes

in which he staunchly refuses to move his camera perspective from a chosen side of the set. This makes the

film essentially a series of tableaux, like an early silent movie dubbed over – Georges Melies‘ A Trip to the

Moon with a soundtrack and sexier aliens. Or is it Louis Feuillade, his Irma Vep escaped to found a colony

of Sapphist mystics? Bernstein – credited here as Bernstien – offers his dramatic strains surging along with

the titles and eerie flutes accompanying the fleeting early appearances of the moon women and their dance

rituals, proving it was not such a surprisingly short leap to decorating Cecil B. DeMille's florid cinema as it

might seem for a young talent. The moon maids perform such atavistic practices to bind themselves

together in communal identity and shared mental space, undercutting the conjurations of super-science and

rational conquest from their space-Grecian temple world with many-limbed Hindu deity statue in the

background.



Flashes of visual appeal come on regardless of the incredible cheapness and Hilton‘s minimalist method. A

few jagged close-ups of his perversely attired and made-up moon women with their glistening beehive

hairdos and eyebrows of ribboning black like Chinese calligraphy. The sight of the moon maids‘ palace

glimpsed in the midst of a huge lunar cavern, like some lost Buddhist abode. Creepy silhouettes from the

lurking denizens tracking the progress of the Earthling invades. As asteroid envisioned as a glowing hunk

of protoplasm shooting over the moonwalkers‘ heads. The hallucinogenic sky and jutting Monument

Valley-ish rock forms hovering behind Doug and Lambda during a plaintive session of romantic dreaming.

The beggaring populace of unicorn-horned spiders that haunt the caves beyond the moon city. The striking

if scientifically dumb moment when Helen demonstrates the difference between light and dark on the

moon by tossing a cigarette over the borderline to instantly scorch away in the sun‘s direct glare. Lambda

disappearing like a mirage as the invading males chase her.



The film probably wouldn‘t have half the infamy it‘s long wielded without that doozy title, and on one

level it makes no sense, as these moon maids have no connection with cats at all. But Cat-Women of the

Moon certainly reduces the movie‘s iconography to a piece of glistening ore, promising and delivering

slinky femme fatales traversing a lunar landscape conjured from a few painted backdrops. We‘re flung

here into a weird, liminal vision of gender relations projected upon the stars in which Windsor is both actor

and object in a tussle between civilisations. One of these camps is defined by qualities that summarise a

paranoid macho vision of femininity – they‘re independent, manipulative, sensual and charming only to

get what they want out of men, wielding a seemingly powerful solidarity that proves instead to be

imperious and oppressive, unforgiving conformity. Helen is subsumed into their plot, which has led her

into declaring preference for Laird‘s puffy nobility rather than Kip‘s wary, stiff-necked chauvinism

because the moon maids wanted her close to the commander. Kip insists on keeping his revolver in his belt

and remaining aloof from the enticements of the moon maids until they return their pilfered spacesuits. As

in Werewolf of London (1935), a caressing touch gives away a game of coded queerness, as Helen is

placed under the moon maid spell, bringing her into the ranks of the lunar lesbian coterie.



It‘s genuinely strange seeing Jory, who usually played creeps, cast as romantic hero, but his usual aura of

sweaty, perverse intensity lends the film some of its weird pep. His part as the festering, bedridden but still

insidiously powerful husband in The Fugitive Kind (1960) a few years later couldn‘t be a more apt or

dichotomous reaction to his part here as enforcer of traditional power structures, finding and literally

pressing Helen‘s sore spot to wring the truth from her with ecstatic overtones of sadomasochism.

Windsor‘s performance in turn plays like a twist on her role as taunting, emasculating harpy from Richard

Fleischer‘s The Narrow Margin (1952), sewing discord and enmity between her menfolk at the instigation

of assured and dominating Alpha, leading to the inevitable punch-up between Laird and Kip when Kip

tries to force his commander to see the truth that love is only real when it hurts.



Meanwhile the sweetly melancholy Lambda attempts to stand up to Alpha and Beta to save her man,

declaring her will to be just as strong as theirs – but unfortunately her head proves less strong than the

piece of moon rock Beta swats her with. There‘s an ever-so-thin wisp of tragedy to the way the film plays

out and concludes properly with the image of Doug cradling Lambda‘s body, Alpha and Beta meeting their

end from Kip‘s vengefully wielded gun in casual anti-climax by comparison. Hilton still insists on tacking

on a final scene in which Laird comforts Doug by advising with all the depth of a petri dish, ―What‘s done

is done.‖ The worst nightmare in Cat-Women of the Moon is a totally sterile landscape free of any boiling

emotion or erotic wont, but it‘s finally clear that landscape subsists most dreadfully in the heart of the

average technocratic captain of men.



Mark of the Vampire (1935)

this island rod, 8 january



Tod Browning had scored one of the biggest hits of the early sound era when he helmed Dracula (1931).

But it was a troubled achievement for the director, who had found repute in his collaborations with Lon

Chaney. Chaney had been the perfect partner in constructing Browning‘s strange and gruelling studies of

exiles in society, perverse flesh and even more perverse spirit. Whilst Browning had been directing movies

since 1915, he gained real traction and attention for films like The Unholy Three (1926), The Show, The

Unknown (both 1927), West of Zanzibar (1928), and Freaks (1932), works that channelled Browning‘s

circus background and fascination with role-playing, physical abnormalities, gender-bending, and other

fetishes, into intense and bizarre psychodramas. But Browning‘s heavy drinking began to stymie his career

even as it seemed set to shift to high gear, and he was dogged by rumours that Karl Freund had

rescued Dracula from his disinterest in transposing the successful but creaky stage play to the screen

unrevised as a vehicle for star Béla Lugosi. The controversy and subsequent poor box office that

met Freaks didn‘t help matters. But he still managed to find a home briefly at MGM, an unusual port of

call for a filmmaker like Browning given the studio‘s usual disinterest in the macabre, but Universal was

making too much money with their Horror films to ignore.



Browning made three final films at the studio before dropping out of moviemaking, including The DevilDoll (1936), and a remake of one of his Chaney films, Mark of the Vampire. Mark of the Vampire is an

artefact that, much like some of the events it portrays, defies credulity, achieving the texture of delirium. It

feels like something that shouldn‘t exist, a fever dream spilling out of the wishful imagining of a classic

Horror movie fan: what if Browning and Lugosi had reunited after their famous hit to both reiterate and

burlesque the style of their instantly iconic collaboration? The ridiculous yet fascinating conceit at the

heart of the narrative only exacerbates this feeling. The original Chaney film, London After Midnight

(1927), had been constructed as a vehicle for its star‘s multifarious talents in disguise, but it‘s been a lost

film since the mid-1960s. For the remake, Browning‘s screenwriters Guy Endore and Bernard Schubert

split Chaney‘s part into three different roles, and transposed the setting to an Eastern European backwater

(the originally proposed title was Vampires of Prague, but said city is somewhere over the horizon).



Mark of the Vampire recycles the somewhat absurd plot of the Chaney vehicle, shifting locales and

reconstituting the story for a deep dive into the same sepulchral aesthetic of monstrously overgrown ruins

and lurking, peering ghouls that drove Dracula‘s eerie, superior first half-hour: scuttling rodents,

drenching shadows, fluttering cobwebs, eerie faces peering through murky windows and ponderous,

dreamlike peregrinations of the undead through moonlit woods and gardens. The opening is particularly

striking for visual conjuring and mood-weaving. Browning stages a dazzling pullback shot from a high

church steeple that anticipates the multi-plane camera gymnastics of Gone With the Wind (1939), noting

the thrusting campanile and cross lording over a stygian landscape of tangled woods, lurking ground mist,

and a lonely gypsy camp fending off the dark with flickering fire. A lonely old woman collecting firewood

catches a sleeve on a branch that looks like a clasping corpse‘s hand and panics, a brilliant little vignette

that sets up not just the film‘s dramatic tension in the tension between credulity and scepticism, but which

also anticipates Val Lewton‘s enriching of this theme. Local physician Dr Doskil (Donald Meek) dashes

through the night and takes shelter in the local tavern where he also keeps his office, as he‘s terrified of the

local legends of lurking vampires, and takes offence at mockery turned his way for his susceptibilities. But

Doskil‘s anxieties seem to be proved legitimate when local bigwig Sir Karell Borotyn (Holmes Herbert) is

found dead in his study, his corpse drained of blood.



Sir Karell‘s daughter Irena (Elizabeth Allan) has just recently become engaged to proper young gent Fedor

Vincente (Henry Wadsworth), but he becomes a major suspect in the investigation as he now had

something to gain by Sir Karell‘s demise. Irena‘s guardian, her father‘s friend Baron Otto von Zinden

(Jean Hersholt), takes her in as an investigation begins, led by Inspector Neumann (Lionel Atwill). A year

passes, in which time the Borotyn castle falls into neglect, and locals start catching sight of two figures

they presume to be infamous ancestors of the family, Count Mora (Lugosi) and his daughter Luna (Carroll

Borland), vampires now free to rule their ancient hearth. Fedor stumbles into the Baron‘s house one

morning after it seems he‘s been attacked by the blood drinkers. Neumann calls in an academic researcher,

Professor Zelen (Lionel Barrymore), who assures Doskil his fears were correct and fears Irena is prey for

the vampires, and so the Baron‘s household hunkers down for nights of besiegement until Zelen and

Neumann can stage a well-mounted daylight assault on the Borotyn castle to find the vampires‘ resting

place. But things are not what they seem, to say the least: Zelen and Neumann are collaborating with an

acting troupe and Irena to fake the vampire scourge, in trying to draw out the real murderer.



A lot of water had rolled under the bridge in the eight years since London After Midnight‘s release,

including the coming of sound cinema and the onset of the Depression as well as Chaney‘s death. Without

any prints of London After Midnight extant it‘s difficult to properly assess what amplifications and

alterations Browning made from the material, but his revision could almost be an illustration of the dictum

of ―nothing to fear except fear itself.‖ Mark of the Vampire creates an elaborately surreal and creepy

landscape riddled with monstrous remnants of regimes past, only to eventually demonstrate it‘s all hooey,

a scheme cooked up to reveal a clasping patriarch‘s slimy desire to possess a young woman. Browning‘s

collaboration with great cinematographer James Wong Howe weaves a mood of estranged nocturnal dread

that reiterates the atmosphere Browning achieved in Dracula‘s first half-hour in a more sustained fashion

— the vast and shadowy deserted places, infested with strange animal life. Wong Howe pulls off some

remarkable shots, like one from an interior office looking out at the gypsy camp, and the many images of

his characters moving through the dark, light playing upon the most finite substances like the hovering

mist strands. Browning evinces something close to an animist sensibility in the way he offers up owls

peering in bewildered fascination at panicky humans, plastic spiders scuttling up walls and rodents

scurrying into nooks of the deserted castle: the absence of human life is the presence of other forms, and

the reduction of the human to the level of animal inherent in the vampire figuration is perfectly at home in

such environs.



Browning might have been trying to disprove rumours that he wasn‘t responsible for Dracula were

exaggerated, or at least to better realise his concept for that film under the cover of reconstituting another

of his works. Mark of the Vampire adheres to Browning‘s original desire to depict Dracula mostly as a

shadowy menace embodying a nightmarish universe. Here that menace, in the form of Mora and Luna,

comes out to terrify luckless locals, clawing at the windows and drawing out helpless denizens from their

warm and well-lit homes into the night where low-flying bats riddle the air and wisps of mist hover in

silken streams. As he did on Dracula, Browning spurns a music score for the most part, and instead utilises

a soundtrack where cavernous and murmuring effects are often heard, lending an aural equivalent of the

visuals that feels like a prototype for many a later filmmaker‘s deeper engagement with sound as a weapon

in creating a destabilised mood, from Mario Bava to William Friedkin to David Lynch. Lugosi‘s Mora

resembles his Dracula in every respect except for a strange bloody mark on his brow, not speaking until the

film‘s very end, sometimes hovering with a grimly indulgent smile and other times surging out of the dark

and fog with unexpected ferocity. Borland as Luna became one of the instant and lasting emblems of

Horror cinema in spite of only appearing on screen for about five minutes, in her starkly sepulchral

appearances, white face, long black hair, occasionally snarling mouth, and mesmeric eyes, seeming to

launch herself upon a hypnotised Irena upon the terrace of the Baron‘s house and hover in hallucinatory

beauty beyond her bedroom window.



Mark of the Vampire was supposedly severely edited before its general release, and there‘s little consensus

about just what got cut, although it seems to have included some background information about Count

Mora and Luna and quite a bit of comic relief. Endore, who had gained repute for his ambitious

novel Werewolf of Paris, supposedly originally intended to recount the legend of Mora who killed himself

(hence the wound to his forehead) after developing an incestuous passion for his daughter. It certainly

seems possible, particularly as implied or slightly removed incest was a flow of black blood through many

Browning films, including The Unknown and West of Zanzibar. Certainly this would echo the

foregrounded motive for the murder, which is Baron Otto‘s desire to marry Irena, a relationship charged

with sleazy implications and with the actor posing as Irena‘s resurrected vampire father providing the

ghost of proper paternal care. Irena is faced with a growing emotional crisis that seems to be a general

paranoia over her seemingly predestined fate to join the vampires in the castle – that is, to be claimed by

their incestuous wont. The actual spur of her angst proves instead to actually be sourced in the necessity of

lying to Fedor, who must remain out of the loop in the police plot because he‘s a suspect, and a plan that

demands she go through a morbid piece of play-acting with her ―father‖ to further the illusion in snaring

Otto, as Zelen makes recourse to hypnotising the Baron to try and nail down his method of killing and

exsanguinating his friend.



Barrymore has a high old time as the crafty, calculatedly hammy savant called in to give credence to the

deception. Zelen acts, in effect, as director, Browning‘s avatar in the drama as the figure who must

encourage everyone to believe the fiction and provide the right setting for the drama. Allan is also good in

a potentially thankless part as damsel in distress, satirising Helen Chandler‘s role as decorous victim

in Dracula. Irena proves by the end to in fact be a somewhat uneasy actor in the drama, eventually

confronted and momentarily sent into a fit of distress that gives the game away to the audience if not Otto

as life crashes headlong into reality and intense personal pain, as she‘s obliged to pretend an actor

inhabiting the role of her father is the real thing. There‘s still too much comic relief in the film, a common

fault of many mid-‘30s genre entries (eg Doctor X, 1932, Mad Love, 1935), although some of it does land,

as when Doskil and a servant embrace each-other in timorous alarm only to realise they‘ve been spooked

by a cat, and a sequence depicting a nervous coach driver and his passenger who makes fun of his

apprehension until they both see Luna lurking by the castle gate.



As it is, the film scarcely breaches the one-hour mark and yet still sometimes feels alternately choppy and

padded, struggling to sustain such a sham story. Browning's Horror works for MGM would both betray

uncertainty emanating down from his studio overseers in their attempts to ply a disreputable genre.

Where The Devil-Doll splits the difference between pulp weirdness and sentimental melodrama, Mark of

the Vampire likewise feels at war with itself, rationalising imperative straining against Browning‘s

enveloping exercise in pure Gothic Horror style. Many Horror films in this period had debunking plotlines,

but Browning‘s work here is particularly notable in the degree to which he resists giving the game away

until the very end. But he also uses it to essay some elaborate games with perspective and storytelling

credulity that feel intriguingly modern. Browning shifts into recounted flashbacks as the Baron‘s servants

report having seen Mora metamorphose from a winged bat to invade the house and attack them. The Baron

and Neumann venture to the castle to glimpse the truly bizarre slight of Luna seeming to fly on bat wings

in the company of the growing number of vampires that now includes Sir Karell and his manservant. The

notion of unreliable narrators was still pretty radical in literature at the time, and downright rare in cinema,

for the same reason: knitting a spell of belief in the absurd that can then be radically undercut. Browning‘s

cinematic conjuring trick is the same as the one Zelen and Neumann foist on their suspects.



Just how much sense that trick makes as a device in detection is pretty dubious, of course: ―We thought

our vampire plan was so simple, so certain of success,‖ Neumann declares to Irena in frustration, begging

the question how it could be either of those things. It certainly makes sense when regarded as an elaborate,

self-mocking joke on Browning‘s part, however. Theatricality, the arts of pretending to be someone else,

of games with appearance and value judgements made on these, were his obsessive refrains drawn from his

experience, and Mark of the Vampire represents a raspberry blown at his own talent for weaving dreamlike

cinematic effect, an expression of amused contempt for his own craft. The brief yet utterly beguiling coda

reveals ―Count Mora‖ and ―Luna‖ ending their engagement with the help of a stage hand, Lugosi‘s

hambone congratulating his own sustained performance (―Did you watch me? I gave all of me. I was

greater than any real vampire.‖) only to be met by sarcastic entreaties to get out of makeup and help pack.

A perfect punch-line for a film that proves it‘s possible to be sublime and ridiculous all at once.



All the Money in the World (2017)

film freedonia / ferdy on films , 11 january



Director: Ridley Scott

By Roderick Heath

Where Ridley Scott last left off, he was sending his biologically engineered übermenschen off into deep

space to operatic fanfares of crypt-black irony. All the Money in the World, although set in the recent, very

earthbound past, nonetheless takes up where that movie left off as young John Paul Getty III (Charlie

Plummer) reports in sad and bewildered voiceover his family‘s elevation from the lot of common mortals

to alien beings, existing in the world but scarcely belonging to it anymore. The idea that the rich might as

well be a different species certainly feels rooted in the deepest recesses of Scott‘s imagination, but so, too,

is a probing, contradictory humanism that wants to understand even in condemning. Out for a walk one

night in Rome in the balmy climes of 1973, Paul hears his name called out by the driver of a Volkswagen

bus. When he approaches the vehicle, he‘s bundled inside by masked, gun-wielding criminals, and spirited

away to be imprisoned in an old cellar somewhere out in the Calabrian campagna. His captors are a scruffy

bunch of low-rent criminals who see the chance for quick and easy riches. In himself, Paul is actually

worth very little. But he happens to be the grandson of John Paul Getty (Christopher Plummer), the

world‘s richest man not simply of the moment but in the history of histories.



Paul lives in Rome with his mother, Gail Harris (Michelle Williams), who has recently divorced old

Getty‘s dissolute son John Paul Jnr (Andrew Buchan). Young Paul‘s strange situation as golden boy with

the potential for vast fortune and yet, for the present, simply a good-looking young chancer kicking about

Rome is sourced in the manifold ironies of his upbringing, raised in fairly normal circumstances as his

boozy but good-hearted father was scarcely acquainted with his own tycoon sire. Scott offers a lengthy

flashback to a time when the family was broke, but reasonably happy in San Francisco. In an attempt to

deal with their money worries, Gail coached her husband in writing a letter to his father, stating his

understanding that their long alienation was the result of Getty‘s desire to see his boy prove himself on his

own. To their excitement, this gained a telegram response offering John Paul Jnr a job, which proved to be

director of Getty‘s European operations: ―Sink or the swim,‖ was patriarch‘s advice. Getty seemed to take

a particular shine to Paul, giving him a statuette of the Minotaur, one he held to be worth millions of

dollars, and utilising him as helpmate in his correspondence seeing off the legions writing to him begging

for money.



John Paul Jnr, far from being remade by new prosperity, soon started living the bohemian high life, and

sank into a drug induced stupor in Morocco. Gail divorced him, taking full custody of the children and

refusing any compromises with the Getty dynasty by taking their money. Sadly, the result of this

theoretically clean break leaves Gail totally at sea in dealing with the crisis that soon befalls her, and she‘s

obliged to ask Getty for the cash when the kidnappers demand $17 million for the safe release of her son.

Getty, however, soon declares he has no intention of paying, nominally because he doesn‘t want to

encourage further such actions against his family and to hold a stern bulwark against the encroaching

torpor and craziness of the age. Getty instead recalls a trusted negotiator and security chief, Fletcher Chase

(Mark Wahlberg), from the Middle East and assigns him to look into the kidnapping and advise Gail. One



of the kidnappers is shot by his fellows after accidentally allowing Paul to see his face, his incinerated

body is found on the roadside, allowing the carabinieri to track down his known accomplices and gun

down several of them. But they‘re too late to retrieve Paul, who‘s been sold to the Calabrian mob, the

‗Ndràngheta. Paul forms a mutually tolerant bond with one of his captors, Cinquanta (Romain Duris), a

gritty but empathetic personality who has committed himself with growing unease to a criminal enterprise,

especially as he‘s essentially sold onto the new masters along with his charge.



All the Money in the World, written by David Scarpa and drawn from John Pearson‘s book about the true

events that befell the Getty clan but making few bones about being a dramatic embellishment rather than

exacting factual account, was given an unexpected boost in notoriety and intrigue even before it came out

when Kevin Spacey, who had initially played old Getty, fell from grace thanks to sexual assault

allegations. Scott made the decision, rather than see his film shelved and forgotten, to reshoot Spacey‘s

scenes with Plummer, who was closer to the right age for the character anyway, and still make the release

date. All the Money in the World therefore provokes a level of admiration simply for existing at all in a

coherent form, although perhaps not that much surprise. Scott, although long ensconced in Hollywood‘s

ponderous productions, has roots in the tight deadlines, low budgets, and pitiless pace of British TV work

in the 1960s, and I get the feeling this was precisely the kind of challenge to skill and discipline Scott

relishes. This achievement also meshes in an unexpected subtextual manner with the substance of the film

itself, the sympathy it offers old Getty as someone who feels obligated by pride, business instinct, and pure

predatory gall to turn every exchange into a test of professional strength. Scott understands that side of

Getty, the man absolutely dedicated to his work.



The wrath of the outsider, the struggles of the frustrated would-be titan, the duels of individuals,

communes, and classes, have long been fuel of Ridley Scott‘s films as far back as the title characters

of The Duellists (1977) and the working stiffs served up as lunchmeat and breeding husks by corporate

paymasters in Alien (1979). Most of his films ably chart fault lines of self-perception and social identity,

and All the Money in the World is perfect Scott material in recounting the tale of this benighted youth who

finds himself defined and revised – psychologically and, eventually, physically – by inherited facts of

identity like a uniquely cruel, inverted version of the sorts of lessons dealt out to Dickens‘ waifs, whom

Paul somewhat resembles as a wandering child who finds himself the object of both great good fortune and

nefarious designs. Scott has also long displayed a fascination for characters nominally on the wrong side of

such wars, a rarefied ardour for beings twisted into ignoble Calibans by their travails or separated from the

common run of humanity by dint of their peculiar abilities or tastes, sometimes existing on either side of

the patrician-plebeian divide or sometimes commingled in single bodies. Most of the characters in Blade

Runner (1982) could count as both, but the image of the banished Replicants and ensconced magnate

Tyrell in that film remains a blueprint for the essential struggle. All the Money in the World could offer a

ready analogy between its vision of old Getty and the Satan figure in Legend (1985), the ultimate mythical

reduction of the theme, except that even in that film Scott gave sympathy to his devil as the bewildered

exile of a disinterested father clasping at anything precious that came his way.



Getty is Ozymandian colossus, gazing down balefully on high upon anyone fortunate, or unfortunate,

enough to fall into his orbit, a Midas whose touch turns relations not to gold, but to ashes. Getty gives his

grandson tours of Roman imperial palaces, explaining his conviction he‘s the reincarnation of the Emperor

Hadrian, an echo of E.L. Doctorow‘s novel, Ragtime, where Henry Ford and JP Morgan were depicted

with a similar conviction. Later, Chase is privy to Getty‘s designs to rebuild Hadrian‘s palace ―with flush

toilets.‖ But his everyday life is a parade of skinflint habits, like washing his own clothes and installing a

payphone in his English country estate, that are wryly amusing until suddenly they‘re not. Chase is first

glimpsed in his capacity as a negotiator for Getty, trying to strike a deal with Saudi princes and sheikhs

whose fortune Getty made by taking the risk of drilling on their land, but not as much as he made his own.

Now the Arab leaders are simultaneously bemoaning their own sons‘ profligate carelessness but also

hoping to snatch the reins of power from Getty now that his leases are ending and the advent of OPEC is

shifting the orbits of the fiscal universe. Ironically, the tools of OPEC in choking off oil supply and

sparking energy crises threaten to make Getty even richer. And yet as Gail and Chase press him to consider

paying the ransom, Getty states he‘s in too precarious a position financially, and responds to Chase‘s

question about how much he‘d need to feel more secure with a simple ―More.‖ This response carries

instant and obvious film noir associations, as it comes straight out of John Huston‘s Key Largo (1948), as

the answer Edward G. Robinson‘s gangster gave to the same question.



At his least Scott has sometimes been a purveyor of pretty pictures merely encrusting studio labours rather

than enriching them. But at his best he‘s a fashioner of little universes replete with suggestions of

transitory states of being and feeling. Films like The Duellists and Blade Runner, Kingdom of Heaven

(2005) and The Counselor (2013), are works that capture in visual textures the gratitude of their

protagonists for the islets of beauty and comfort that gave restful ease from a buffeting universe. The

opening of All the Money in the World is a dreamy little etude that captures the feeling of being young,

reasonably free and able, at large in a city that offers all experience as a bounty, Scott‘s camera gliding

with Paul as he soaks in the night‘s textures, including the erotic promises of the prostitutes who both

mock and covet his youth. This sequence is quietly rhymed later to an interlude, earlier in the timeline of

events recounted, when Paul is seen wandering the Moroccan abode his father has taken over, a hushed,

shadowy abode, ripe stage for decadent adventures, lithe-limbed odalisques on the prowl, and Paul a

bewildered youth adrift amongst the tides of greedy pleasures. It‘s startling how much texture and selfreferential verve Scott packs into this little scene, calling back to the retro-futurist stately abodes of Blade

Runner and the historical exoticism of Kingdom of Heaven, capturing the psychic horizon in either

direction that lurks for the weak-willed plutocrat, the bastions of dissolute collapse. Scott‘s casting of

Ghassan Massoud, who played Saladin in the latter film, as one of the Sheikhs arguing with Chase over oil

rights brings that story up to date, the course of history also a metronome of shifting economic and

political contest.



The ethical schema of All the Money in the World seems so obvious that it‘s tempting to rebel against it,

and although Scott and Scarpa don‘t go easy on Getty for his monstrous clumsiness and abnegation, they

do chart with surprising intensity and depth the specific walls of self-protection and carefully nurtured

systems of removal and estrangement. Here are the habits of an aged and cynical man who infers emotions

through the seismograph of economic appeals and expectations, and for whom truth long ago melted into a



perverse geography, the gravitational force of his fortune working like a black hole to distort all

relationships. Getty sits uneasily on a relentless source of horror, buried under layers of hard-bitten disdain

for lesser mortals, at the pits money can open. He explains to Chase why he entitled a book he wrote not

―How to Get Rich‖ but ―How to Be Rich,‖ a guide to the habits that must be necessarily cultivated and

practised with ruthless discipline in order to not merely accrue a fortune and then expend it and one‘s self

with it, such as instantly befalls his son the moment the taps of addiction-indulgence are opened. Getty

sees traps in plenty and the call of boundless possibility. Such a theme echoes one of the best lines in a

film by one of Scott‘s cinematic heroes, Stanley Kubrick, in Barry Lyndon (1975), which proposed that too

often the aspects of a character that drive one to make a fortune all too often ruin them after gaining it.



And to be fair, Getty has a point, when any quick survey of his immediate family offers plenty of support

to his thesis. After all, Chase has found that Paul‘s proposals to stage his kidnapping were in league with

nominal revolutionaries, who Chase confronted only to be left rolling eyes at their threats to put him trial

for crimes against the proletariat. The trouble is, Getty‘s cynicism is bound up with a sense of moral

phthisis eating its way into everything in sight. Getty practices rigorous tax avoidance by plying all of his

earnings into purchasing artworks that pile up around his manor, including purchasing a Renaissance

painting of Madonna and Child by for over a million dollars on the black market even as he‘s fending off

Gail‘s entreaties. When Chase learns that Paul had floated, possibly as a joke, the idea of staging his own

kidnapping to earn ransom money for himself, he reports this to Getty, who takes it as a sign he‘s been

used again, and to dig in his heels against any further attempts to get him to pay up. Scott drops hint as to

Getty‘s part in the sociological upheaval his own acquisitive instincts, noting with ironic alacrity that the

energy crisis of ‘74 was another kind of hostage drama set in motion by Getty‘s fortune. Meanwhile Paul,

much like the human shells and twisted homunculi of Alien: Covenant (2017), finds himself canvas for

cubist alterations to the human form, as he‘s held down and has his ear sliced off by his new captors whose

idea of business is just as formidable and unyielding as Getty‘s.



Scott stages this scene, one anyone who knows anything about these events will be waiting for with

cringing unease, with a gruelling but concise and unflinching detail where others might have cut away or

rendered it a kind of horror movie blackout. Throughout his career Scott has let slip a side to his cinema

that betrays his British TV roots with their strong traditions of documentaries and realistic and factual

dramas, in his fascination for pointillist detail and carefully observed processes that sometimes take on an

imperative over and above nominal narrative through-line. This facet usually comes out most crucially in

his thrillers like American Gangster (2007) and The Counselor. Here small details like Cinquanta trying to

get Paul drunk before surgery and the ―doctor‖ insisting the ‗Ndràngheta heavies hold his patient still and

then setting to work for a piece of ragged work that just won‘t end, serve to focus Scott‘s exacting sense of

this torture as another business transaction but also one that involves real people who feel obliged to do

obscene things for some reason. It‘s rhymed, not so subtly but with the sourly totemic kick of an oldschool noir director, with the sight elsewhere of a butcher slicing off a hunk of meat. Paul‘s cruel curtailing

follows a gutsy and cleverly managed escape attempt achieved with the unspeaking collusion of Cinquanta

as he improvises a method of setting fire to dry grass neighbouring the building where he‘s held, only to be

immediately surrendered back into the ‗Ndràngheta‘s hands, a sequence of casually expert suspensemongering that builds up to a Fritz Lang-esque punch-line where the conspiracy of evil proves entirely

enveloping.



Like Blade Runner, American Gangster, and The Counselor, however, All the Money in the World isn‘t

really a thriller in the generic sense as a series of compulsive set-pieces. It‘s more a heightened dramatic

study in familial perversity and obstinacy of character as well as a holistic attempt to encompass the

workings of peculiar niche of society, and the methods of various forms of capitalism. Just as The

Counselor reduced the drug war to the image of a body in a barrel being endlessly shipped back and forth,

here high capitalism means its street-level equivalent and speaks a peculiar language in flesh and blood,



building to a sequence that depicts a small army of women working to tabulate the ransom money for the

mob bosses and handing over the added total on a slip of paper, echo to the strings of ticker tape Getty

adores studying. Rival moral systems are invoked, of course, particularly family, as Cinquanta notes with

bemusement the lack of family feeling evinced by the Getty patriarch. I get the feeling Scott, who‘s long

been the preeminent member of a creative family and who‘s been buffeted by loss over the years, feel this

point closely. Other forms of fellowship also provide unexpected islands, particularly Cinquanta‘s growing

empathy for Paul and attempts to help him.



Given that Alien looked a lot like a remix of Mario Bava‘s Planet of the Vampires (1965), it seems more

than coincidental that Paul‘s kidnappers strongly resemble refugees out of Bava‘s Rabid Dogs (1974), that

most pungent of paranoid Italian self-diagnoses from the same era, probably even inspired by the very

events Scott is analysing. Scott complicates and amplifies Bava‘s games of perception and appearance:

people are rogue elements within all systems, a point codified in visual terms in the finale as heroes and

villains and people in between dodge and weave in the shadowy aisles of an Italian city that turns

vertiginous faces to the street, bespeaking a history of self-interest within fortresses turned to the world‘s

maelstroms. Family proves to be the initially unacknowledged battlefield of wills between Gail and Getty,

as the tycoon feels robbed of his grandchildren, whilst Gail was determined to remove them entirely from

the sphere of careless and destructive alternations of starvation and plenty that had defined her former

husband‘s experience of the Getty fortune. Getty is more determined to drive Gail to the wall than he is to

pay or punish the kidnappers, insisting on her surrendering custody of her children and signing Paul aboard

for stringent turns of repayable loans before he does finally agree to pony up ransom dough up to the

maximum that‘s tax deductible.



Getty finally bends that far after Gail strikes up another deal with newspapers, in another scene of carefully

diagrammed intersection of commerce and violence, to publish a ransom photo of the maimed Paul, so she

can then mail a stack of papers emblazoned with the image to Getty. The old man receives them, only for a

strong wind to scatter the pages harum-scarum about his driveway, a great little touch that turns biting

moral gesture into an active physical force setting a carefully ordered universe in anarchy. Williams as an

actress has worked very hard in recent years but I‘d also learnt a certain Pavlovian recoiling from her

presence in movies as too often it spelt a certain laborious excursion in suffering was in the offering.

That‘s true of this movie too, to a certain extent, but what‘s rare about Williams‘ performance here lies

precisely how well she inhabits a character who resolutely refuses to be pinned down by hostile forces

until driven to insufferable extremes, always retaining a hard edge and a quality of sardonic amazement

even as she being driven to the wall by ruthless bargainers on both sides in regarding both the ugly

detachment of other human beings and her own capacity to engage in active self-defeat in the process of

trying to gain a more vital victory. When Gail does break down, it takes a lot to do it. The Minotaur statue,

which seems like a Chekovian gun that offers the chance for a painless solution to Gail‘s trap, proves to

really be just a trinket, and the mother buckles with crestfallen realisation not simply that Getty bullshitted

his own grandson but he also invested illusory value on an object, thus giving it that value until it was

tested—which proves true of Getty‘s entire enterprise.



Chase, for his part, seems every inch the well-made man of action; taking up a shotgun when invited by

Getty to join in trap shooting with other guests, he easily swats clay pigeons from the air. But even he

begins to quickly lose his bearings in the maze of motive and potential he wades into, and Chase

repeatedly defines his experience as a CIA agent and operator for Getty as more the life of a businessman,

a professional deal-maker and mollifier. His ultimate function however is less save-the-day swashbuckler

than as intelligent witness and consul to Gail‘s war, a war he hinders as often as he aids. Appalled by

Chase‘s high-handed technique when he intercedes during a conversation, Gail swats him in the brow with

the phone receiver, but Chase tries to make her understand his approach, speaking in perfect calm with

bleeding forehead all the while. There are a few moments when Wahlberg‘s diction in playing a worldly

and confident protagonist where he irresistibly reminded me of the actor‘s role within a role as

international man of mystery Brock Landers in Boogie Nights (1997), and the part has a similar subtext as

Chase lets slip he‘s still brushing up on his culture under Getty‘s tutelage, suggesting he‘s a man who

quietly hopes to be evolve into warrior-poet serving the emperor.



The spectacle of the kidnapping however imbues new self-knowledge upon Chase, knowledge he finally

turns on Getty in the film‘s climax of its moral drama if not the physical one. He loses his temper with the

old coot and gives him a serving of truth, confessing he‘s another pampered rich white boy and that neither

of them knows what real struggle or risk actually means. Chase also illustrates with ruthless clarity the fact

that Getty might consider money his fortress but in fact that only represents the sum total of the work

Chase has put into building his cordons and bastions of muscle and attention. His security is ensured by

actual labour and not magic powers. It‘s also, of course, a form of prison, one that must be maintained with

perfect vigilance without risking one‘s life in the same way that Paul did simply by enjoying an evening

stroll. When the ransom is finally paid and Paul is abandoned in the woods, he soon finds himself hunted

by his vengeful former captors as they realise Chase and Gail alerted the police.



Scott builds to a climax that cross-cuts between young Paul‘s efforts to find safe harbour and Getty‘s

succumbing to a stroke, likening them in flailing entrapment, wandering labyrinthine spaces that offer no

safe harbour from fear of death, a metaphor that bears out the dramatic patience lurking in that Minotaur

motif. The sequence echoes moments of lost and haunted characters trapped in the belly of the beast in

many a Scott film, from Alien‘s spaceship innards to the animate and terrorising streets of Black Hawk

Down (2001). It‘s also an echo and partial inversion of the finale of The Third Man (1949), a film that

insisted on Christlike parables regardless of its subject‘s utter moral nullity. For Scott it‘s close to an

existential vision of flailing humanity, one that sees the real flesh and blood boy delivered into arms of

mother and dogged helpmate whilst Getty expires pawing his painted Renaissance boy in longing for the

real thing. The ultimate irony comes when Getty‘s lawyer Oswald Hinge (Timothy Hutton) slides a

contract across the table to Gail that will enable her to take in hand the Getty fortune: the same flukes that

placed her at the mercy of the same fortune make her master of it. ―I think of you as one of the family,‖



Gail tells Chase at the end as she begins the Citizen Kane-esque deconstruction of the great man‘s

acquisitions. ―It‘s nice of you to say that,‖ Chase replies in complete disbelief, and perhaps a certain relief

too. Everyone has their reasons, as the cliché has it. That doesn‘t let them off the hook, Scott retorts.



The Tiger of Eschnapur (1959) / The

Indian Tomb (1959)

Der Tiger von Eschnapur / Das Indische Grabmal

film freedonia / ferdy on films , 23 january



Director: Fritz Lang

By Roderick Heath

Fritz Lang returned to make films in Germany after a quarter-century‘s absence, after the box office failure

of Beyond a Reasonable Doubt (1956) finally brought down the curtain on his Hollywood career. Lang had

arrived in America as a feted figure wielding great prestige, but he subsisted in marginally produced, often

low-budget films after his stern, uncompromising efforts at social commentary purveyed in films like Fury

(1936) and You Only Live Once (1937) dismayed audiences. Lang‘s late oeuvre has long since been

disinterred and celebrated for it lucid filmmaking and devious deployment of social commentary and

personal artistry, but Lang himself felt awkward pride for most of them as a hired studio hand trying to

wring personal interest from his assignments, understandable considering the comedown the director had

experienced from his days as the titan of UFA.



As if in obedience to some common law entwining the nature of gravity, economics, and artistic

inspiration, the careers of many film directors seem to fold back upon themselves eventually, bringing

them back to their roots and early territory in their later films. Lang‘s return to Germany saw him make

three final films that all had obvious ties to his early efforts. The two-part exotic melodrama The Tiger of

Eschnapur and The Indian Tomb was adapted from a popular novel by Lang‘s one-time wife Thea von

Harbou, whilst his very last released work continued his series of thrillers based around supervillain Dr

Mabuse with The Thousand Eyes of Dr Mabuse (1960). To say a lot of water had flowed under the bridge

since Lang had last worked on Von Harbou‘s material would be an understatement. Lang and Von Harbou

had been a glamorous, scandalous, fractious, uniquely productive couple for over a decade, collaborating

on some of the greatest films of the silent era. On top of their personal split, Lang represented staunch

refusal to countenance Hitler‘s rise, whereas Von Harbou had joined the Nazi Party, albeit, she had argued,

for the sake of helping her work for the rights of Indians like her third husband under the regime.



This real-life resonance lends even greater piquancy to the story‘s wistful daydream about another, almost

idyllic world that becomes fatally infected by authoritarian brutality. Two earlier versions of Von Harbou‘s

novel had already been made. Lang had felt cheated out of directing the first version, which was handled

by one of Lang‘s great rivals Joe May, because of his lack of directing experience at the time. Getting

Lang to make another smacked of the same phenomenon that would produce the following year‘s BenHur, the push to make a blockbuster version of a well-proven property to recapture past glories and

reinvigorate a waning film industry. In spite of his great influence on the idea of the epic film, Lang had

been bypassed for making any entries in Hollywood‘s glut of historical sagas which were produced to

exploit the spectacle of widescreen processes as an answer to television. Lang famously derided

widescreen formats as only good for snakes and funerals. And then he took on a project that revolves

around, well, at least one snake.
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